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Which of the following jobs do you admire the most? Why? 

Which of the following jobs do you admire the least? Why?

firefighter dancer engineer cleaner

I admire the job of a/an… the most.  Reason 1 Reason 2

I admire the job of a/an… the least. Reason 1 Reason 2
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architect

Different Jobs

Professions

Professions mean that 

the jobs require at least 

a university degree and 

specialized knowledge

in a specific field.

Check the list of jobs below and circle the one that is NOT a profession.

lawyer

chemistcashier engineerdirector

programmerdentist
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Check the list of jobs below and circle the one that is NOT a technician.

carpenterpilot

hairdresser

Technicians

Becoming a technician 

means that you must 

be specially trained to 

get certain skills to do 

a job.

Different Jobs

firefighter

chef

plumberjudge

mechanic
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Check the list of jobs below and circle the one that is NOT a low-skilled job.

waiter cleaner porter

Low-skilled Jobs

A low-skilled job 

means that there is no 

special training or 

difficult skills needed 

to do the job.

Different Jobs

receptionistlibrarian

clerk

security guard vet
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Match each part to make correct sentences.

A

 deals with

 helps people

 works in

• lawyer

• hairdresser

• waiter

• firefighter

• shop assistant

• librarian

• chemist

• books.

• a shopping mall.

• with their haircuts.

• fire emergencies.

• a restaurant.

• check out in a shop.

• a lab.

• legal cases.
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1. A ch_________ cooks delicious food.

2. An a____________ designs building for people.

3. A v_______ takes good care of sick animals.

4. A s___________ g__________ keeps the building safe at night.

5. A c___________ makes things out of wood.

6. A p___________ drives an aircraft or a plane safely.

7. A d__________ fixes oral problems and keeps your teeth healthy.

Recall all the jobs and complete the sentences below. 
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May I ask 
about your 

occupation?

Sorry, I don’t 
have a job 
right now. 

What is your 
career plan 

in five years?

The three highlighted words are all related to work. 
Read the dialogues to identify their differences.

job, occupation, career
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Career

Occupation

John has a part-time job as a cashier at a store.

- May I know your working occupation?

- I work in the steel industry.

Mark has a successful career as a software 

engineer, working for various technology 

companies and eventually becoming a 

senior manager.

example

example

example

job, occupation, career

Job

a specific work that you 

do to earn money

a general category that includes 

various jobs with similar activities

a long-term working path you choose 

for your personal achievement.
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Match the words to the correct definitions.

job

occupation

career

a series of jobs or 

positions a person 

chooses to do 

throughout his life

a broad category that 

includes various jobs 

with similar skills 

or activities

an activity that 

one engages in 

to earn money 

Choose a word to complete each sentence.

1. My part-time __________ is a shop    

assistant in a cafe.

2. - What is your mother’s __________?

- She is working in the education field.

3. I plan to have a long-term __________ 

in advertising when I graduate. 

job career occupation
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“A mind map 

can help us 

organize all 

the topic 

vocabulary 

together!”  

A mind map is a graphic organizer that helps us arrange ideas in a logical way. 
There are many different forms.

CIRCLE MAP BUBBLE MAP DOUBLE BUBBLE MAP

TREE MAP MULTI-FLOW MAP BRACE MAP
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Vocabulary List

Professions

Technicians

Low-skilled Jobs

lawyer     dentist     architect     chemist     judge     director     engineer     programmer

pilot      mechanic     firefighter     chef      carpenter      hairdresser     plumber     vet

security guard     receptionist     clerk     librarian     waiter     cashier     cleaner     porter 

12

Which map 

can help us 

organize them? 

A B C D

Look at the vocabulary we learned today. 
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The tree map is a good choice! Let’s use the map to sketch our ideas! 
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Let's examine what the complete map looks like.

lawyer

dentist

architect

chemist

director

engineer

programmer

judge

waiter

clerk

cleaner

porter

security guard

receptionist

librarian

cashier

pilot

mechanic

chef

carpenter

firefighter

hairdresser

plumber

vet

TechniciansProfessions Low-skilled Jobs

Jobs
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Option 1

You can draw your own mind map.

Option 2

Find the mind map in your student book and finish it.

Create your vocabulary mind map about the jobs we learned today.

Student Book 

Page 4-5
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